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ABSTRACT
For the radiometric calibration of the MOMS-2P camera on board of the Russian MIR-station an inflight sun calibration
method using a diffuse r plate in front of the optics is applied . By tilting the diffuser plate by 20 degrees with respect to the
entrance optics the d irect sunlight is reflected into the optics. Prior to the abso lute rad iometric calibration of every pixel the
image has to be corrected for relative radiometric disturbances along the scan lines. The reasons are the odd/even effect
and the CCD typica l non-un iformity. To correct for these effects relative calibration tables, derived from the diffuser plate
ca libration, are appl ied to the image. The applicability and stabil ity of these tables is only given to an accuracy of about 1-2%
in the nomina l case. Therfore the remain ing disturbances, probably caused by deficiencies of the internal electronic amplifie r
circuits and temperature va ri at ions, are removed using empi rical methods. To correct for these random type of image fai lures ,
a digital filter in the spatial domain was developed. It is based on an averaging technique that acts in a large kernel size. Since
there seems not to be complete linearity for very high and ve ry low brightness levels, these levels have to be excluded from the
averaging procedure. The im age contrast and information content is less influenced than with other known fi lter techniques.
In this paper the procedure to derive the level LlA Data is shown . After correcting for the relative radiometric differences the
measured solar irradiance values can also be used for absolute calibration because the ext raterrestrial spectrum of the sun is
very well known . The methods to derive the absolute cal ibration factors are described and first results are presented.

1

INTRODUCTION

Data from optoelectronic instruments have to be radiometrically equa lized before they can be used for evaluation purposes. In the case of the MOMS-2P sensor t here are 8 diffe rent CCD-a rrays with 6000 (CO-elements each. To get a
sensitivity profile of such an array there are several possibi lities:
e in Ia boratory:

using an integrating sphere, a flat fiel ding process or
a solar light si m ulator and a diffuser plate , where the
whole field of view is illuminated .
• in orbit:
using a diffuser plate for the incoming sun radiation or
in ternal lamps.
In the case of MOMS-2P several measurments have been
made with two different methods in laboratory. The calibration values derived from these measurements could not be
used for the data correction successfully. This may be due to
changes in the electronic data chain between the ca libration
measu rements and the in-orbit data acquisition (the time inte rval between these two events has been one year and more) .
Therefore the best possibility was to use sun calibration data
during in-orbit measurements.
The typical effects which disturb the data recording of the
CCD-array devices and the optics are:
• the odd-even effect, th is means that there are two different amp lifier circu its for the signal com ing from either the odd (CO-elements or the even (CO-elements
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• the non-uniformity of the CCD-elements, this means
that the single (CO-detectors have a different sensit ivity
• the light fall off of the optics at the borders of t he
(CO- array
• electronic instabilities due to temperature variations
and read-out via th e correlated double sampling technique
Th e first pa rt of th is .paper deals with the procedures for
correcting these effects. The goal is to determine tables for
relat ive ca libration of every channel which are valid for all
intensity va lues. These tables are necessary for the production
of LlA and LlB data.
In the second pa rt it will be shown how absolute cal ibration
factors can be obtained from measuring the sun irradiance
to convert the relatively corrected data into radiance values.
One prerequisite for deriving the absolute calibration facto rs
is that th e relation between input- and output signa l is linear.
Whether th is linear relation really exists will be investigated
in the last part of this paper.

2

RELATIVE RADIOMETRIC CALIBRATION

The data which are gathered during the in-flight sun calibration measu rements have the same format like the real images
taken from the earth surface. For the purpose of these investigations, calibration data from two subsequent days have
been used (28th and 29th January 1997) . Both data sets
were acquired during the MIR-station was crossing the daynight borderline at a sunset. These data were also used for
absolute calibration . Th is means that during a time period
of about 20 seconds, the full intensity of the incoming sun

radiation is reduced to zero. 20 seconds is equivalent to 8000
scan lines.

every single calibration factor and that the tendency for the
changes is not uniform for every CCD- element. This shows a
kind of statistical behaviour of the read-out electron ics which
is in the order of about 1-2% .

The first procedure is to subtract the da rk current, which is
measured before each data take and is different for each pixel.
After this, the relative calibration factor can be evaluated by
the foll owing formula :
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The formula (2) can be used under the assumption that the
above mentioned signal d istu rbing effects are of multiplicative
natu re. This is only true, if the sensor reacts linear or for the
sensitivity niveau in which it acts linear. Figure 1 shows the
result for the cal ibration values of chan nell for only the evenpart of the CCD-array. The light fall off at the borders can
be seen clearly, as well as the non-uniformity of the chip .

Figure 2: Relative calibration factors of channell (only even
pixels) derived at different intensities with gain level 4 (max.
gray value 140}
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Figure 1: Relative calibration factors of channell (only even
pixels}

2.1

INTENSITY DEPENDANCE OF THE
CALIBRATION TABLES

As mentioned above, the data set contains sun data with
different intensities due to the sunset during the data take.
To verify the stability of the sensor, several cal ibration tables
have been calculated for different levels of intensities. The
mean intensities for this investigation have been from 100%
(full sun) to 20% illum ination in five steps. Figure 2 shows
the resulting calibration values for five intensities. Only 10
CCD-elements are shown for a better demonstration of the
effects. It can be seen clearly that there is a difference for

Figure 3: Relative calibration factors of channel1 {only even
pixels} on different days

A similar behaviour can be seen in the data sets of two different days. Figure 3 shows the results of the calibration value
calculation for the same array at two consecutive days. For
some CCD-elements the same values can be observed, while
for others the difference is also up to about 2% . This means
that the accuracy of the relative ca librat io n procedure is also
in the order of 1-2%. The result is that after applying the relative calibration factors there is still some along track striping
in the images which has to be corrected for an optimal use
of the images for any kin d of evaluation .
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2.2

EMPRIRI,<;:J.\L .METHOD FOR OPTIMIZED
IMAGE CORRECTION

A digital filter in the spatial doma in can be designed to correct
for this kind of image disturbance [1]. Based on an averaging
method inside a large kernel size it acts as a loca l fi lter whose
kernel size is adjusted t o th e actua l disturbance problem and
its preferred striping direction is taken into account. Two
types of disturbances must be distinguished:
• irregula r stripes (the distu rbance along a line or column
is not consta nt)
• regular stripes (t he disturbance a long a line or colum n
is constant)
In the first case for each pixel of the im age a correction value
has to be calculated whereas in the second case a correction
va lue for each pixel in a colu mn (or in a line) is neccessa ry.
For the following considerations irregular stripes in y-d irection
(see Fig.4) is assumed .
m-.6.m

ffi+6.ffi

n. 6n

x[linen umber]
filter matrix (kernel)

Because of this stripe di rection the mean value of a column
must be used. The correction of the pixel g(n, m) is carried
out by

9corrected(n, m)

= g(n, m) + d(n, m)

(5)

This removes the image stripes without affecting the image
content and the image contrast is nearly unchanged. T he
va lu e of d(n, m) ca n be interpret ed as t he adjustment of the
mean va lue of column n t o the mean window va lu e.
In the case of MOMS-2P the window size in line direction
is best chosen in th e order of 10 to 14 colu mns wh ile in
colum n direction the whole image lines are taken. Only for
t he highest and lowest intensities t he sensor seems not to act
linea r. For saturat ed a reas like clouds this is nominal. It has
to be taken care of when ca lcu lat ing the mean va lues that
this part is excl uded . Due to the non-l inea rity effects also the
low brightness values (up to about 20 grey va lues) have to
be excl ud ed from t he filtering procedure. After this ki nd of
correction nearly a ll stripi ng is gone, on ly in the satu rated and
the low level part a rest striping ca n be seen. In Figu re 5 a
comparison of t he data before and after correction is shown.
This is demonstrated with sun cal ibration data wh ich were
ca librated with a cali bration t able from another date.
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Figure 4:. Principle of the filter technique

In this case for each pixel g(n, m) (located at t he center of
t he window) in the image a window (kernel) of size (2·.6.m+
1)(2 · .6.n + 1) fo r the filter mat rix is defined (Note: the size
of the window depends on the stripe chara cteristics).
For each pixel g(n,m) an additive correction va lue d(n,m),
deri ved from the su rrounding window, is calculated using the
formu la

d(n, m)

= g- g(n)

(3)
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)

Figure 5: Image equalization of sun calibration data before
and after empirical correction
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3

ABSOLUTE RADIOMETRIC CALIBRATION

The task of absolute radiometri c cali bration can be defin ed
in general form as follows:
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Absolute radiometric calibration is performed by
rationing the digital number (DN) output of a
sensor with the value of an accuratetly known,
uniform radiance field at its entrance pupil. The
full field of view should be filled with the radiance source. (2}

------ -- - ---- ---- · --------~---- -- ---

solar irradiance

Sun

--------------------- ------ ---- ---- -diffuse reflecting
coating on inside

Probably this last condition was not fulfilled during the
MOMS laboratory calibration.
The correspond ing formula to the above definition is:

DN=A-L
L

DN

A

Earth

(6)

is the radiance entering the optics of the
sensor which must precisly be known
is the co rrespond ing sensor signal
in digital numbers
is the absolute calibration factor which has to be
determined and which is given in digital
numbers per radiance units

The concept is based on the theoretical model that the relation between DN and L is li near. Th is is val id for most
CCD sensors, but t his linear relation should be checked in
the calibration process (chapter 4).

Figure 6: MOMS-2P with tilted cover for sun calibration

of the sun rs had to be known (Fig.7]. For this purpose
the attitude of a sensor coordinate system with respect to
an earth bound geocentric system was given by the Russian
ground control center. In addition the universal time (UTC)
for the data take was available.

y'

(negative velocity vector) x'

It should be mentioned that the DN value in (6) is the value
after
• subtra ction of the dark current

Sun

• applying the relative calibration which t akes into accou nt varying sensitivity of the detector element s of
the CCD line (chapter 2)
• correcti ng for other gray val ue non uniformities (chapter 2.2)
The knowledge of absolute ca li bration and also the temporal
change of the calibration coefficie nt is especially important if
one tries to detect changes on the ground with ti me sequent ia l images. If the cal ibration is not known, then changes in
the sensors response are likely to be incorrectly attributed to
changes in the observed scene (2].

3.1

z (south)
Attitude data of (x' ,y' ,z') with respect to (x,y,z) are given:
l. Rotation around y-axis, clockwise: 64.624
2. Rotation around x-axis, counterclockwise: 5.953
3. Rotation around z-axis, counterclockwise: 335.234

SUN CALIBRATION

rr= (0.899,-0.243,-0.365)

For sun calibration the protection cover ofthe MOMS- optics
cou ld be used (Fig.6]. The inner side of this cover is coated
with grey spectralon material which is a diffuse reflector.
For ca li bration the lid was tilted by 20 degrees. During ca libration the MIR- station flew in a so called in ertial attitude
in which the angle between the normal vector of the cover
plate and the sun rem ained constant.
In this attitude the optica l axis was not looking vertical down
to the earth.
This inner coating of the cover plate with spectralon was
originally forseen for controlling the stability of the laboratory
calibration .

3.2

SUN DIRECTION

To determine the sun irradiance on the diffuser plate the angle
between the ·normal vector of the plate rp and the direction

UTC- time: 27 Jan 97,7:30
rs =(0.314,-0.894,0.319)

Figure 7: Coordinate Systems to determine the incidence angle of the sun

The two systems were rotated with respect to each other by
three rotations around their axis in a certa.in order which is
indicated in Fig.7. The rotation angles were given (see Fig.7]
and could be used for calculating the normal-vector of the
diffuser plate.
From the given UTC-time the sun direction could be calculated for a plane tangential to the equator and to the Greenwich meridian. This gives also the sun direction rs in the
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earth bound system . The in ci dence angle 8 of the s un light
results from the scalar product of rp and rs . In our case
(28 Jan 1997) it was 67.4 degrees. The light falling into the
optics is then reflected under 22 .6 degrees.

3.3

1
2
3
4

RADIANCE

The rad ian ce entering the optics is now g iven by:

L

= -7r1 · r · Es ·case· K(D)

Es

case
K(D)

440530645 770-

A [mW· m

505
575
680
810

l.~

tl

l.nm

3.521
3.704
2.500
6.098

Tab le 1: Absolute Calibration Factor A for Gain 4

(7)

spectral bid irectional reflectance factor
in a certa in spectral band
sun irradiance in a certain spectral band
takes into account the projecti on of
the sun light on th e tilted plate
takes into account the change of the
earth-sun distance during the year and
depends on the day of the year.
The yearly variation in distance is ±3%.

r

.6.>.[nm]

Channel[#]

In add ition the relative spectra l transmittance cu rves for t he
filters of t he four spectral ban ds of MOM S-2P are drawn
in Fig.9. Multiplying the spectra l irrandiance with the filter
curves and integrating over the spectral bandwidth of the
fi lters lead to the irrad iance in each channel. The numerical
values in ~
are indicated over each filte r curve in Fig.9.
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E. is derived by integrating the spectral irradiance of the sun
over the spectral bandwith.
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Fig.8 shows the bidirectional spectral reflectance of the diffuser plate. The reflectance was measured at three points on
the plate, which show an absolute difference by approx 1.5% .
For calibration an average of all three curves of 16.85% was
used . The reflectance measurements were made for 70° incident and 20° reflected light, which is close to the values
wh ic h were found for th e act ual ca li bration case.
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Figure 9: Filter Curves and Solar lrradiance

3.6

CALIBRATION FACTORS

••

This a re the very first calibration results and further measurements have to be made to c heck the reliability of these
values.
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With the kn own reflectance and irradian ce in each channel
the radiance entering the optics can be computed (equ. 7) .
Dividing the recorded Digital Number of the sensor output
by th is ra diance gives the absolut ca libration coefficient A in
table 1. The val ues in table 1 were derived for a ga in factor
of 4.
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To check whether a linear relati on between the sensor's digital
output and the radiance inp ut exists it was tried to use the
event of a sunset. Fig.10 shows in principle what happens to
the sun light during the sunset eve nt if seen from a sensor in
a space orbit.

SUN IRRADIANCE
• In position 1:
The full sun disk is still be seen but the light is attenuated by the upper atmosphere

The exo - atmosph eric spectral irradiance Es>.. is very well
known and provided by Neckei / Labs [3] in tables in 2nm
steps. This values are widely used for sun calibration and
radiation tra nsfer models of the atmosphere (s. upper curve
of. Fig.9) .

• In position 2 :
The sunlight is dim inished by two effects:
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Figure 10: Sun irradiance at orbiting sensor during sunset
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the area of the sun disk decreases because it is
partly covered by the earth and
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• In position 3:
T he atmospheric transmittance is nearly constant and
the sun irradiance decreases proportional with the decreasing area of the sun disk. This posit ions in orbit
can be used to check the linearity.
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• In position 4:
No direct sun is seen . Only some scattered light from
twilight effects.
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Figure 12: Sun surface area
(ON: 152-0}

The relative area of the sun disk as seen by the sensor can
easily be calculated because the positio ns of the sensor and
the sun are known as well as the ra dii of the earth and the
sun.
The sun calibration was carried out before the MIR- station
flew .through the sunset into the dark night side of the earth.
The decreasing light during th is sunset was also recorded by
the MOMS - sensor.
The results of these measurements are shown in Fig.11 and
Fig.12 fo r channel 1 respectively channel 4. The upper curve
shows the relative area of the sun disk as seen from the sensor.
T he relative area is indicated on the left y-axis.
On the x-axis the time is given in sec. The sunset event lasts
about 15 sec The lower curve is the sensor output in digital
numbers.
The sections 1 to 4 of Fig.11 and Fig.12 correspond to the
orbit positions as shown in Fig.10.
In section 3 the atmospheric transmittance is nearly constant
and the irradiance is nea rly direct proportional to the sun disk
area.
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In this section the sensor output decreases in the same manner as the solar irradiance. This is a strong indication that
the ·sensor reacts linear. The slight deviations seem to be
remaining atmospheric effects.
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